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CHAPTER 9

Summary,

general discussion

and conclusions
This thesis has presented a sequence of papers to illustrate selected aspects of the neglect of global oral health, highlighted new approaches to describing the extent and impact of dental caries, explained the difficulties related to quality assurance of fluoride toothpastes; and, finally, has described a successful model for school health, which integrates oral health. Moreover, the important role of advocacy in different contexts has been illustrated. The papers presented can be summarised under the following six broad areas:

1. Neglecting political priority
   The reasons for the global neglect of oral health are complex and manifold (Chapter 1). In Chapter 2 the reasons for the low political priority of global oral health are analysed through the lens of four areas of political power: 1) the power of the ideas; 2) the power of the issue; 3) the power of the actors; and 4) the power of the political context. It is the first time that a tool of political analysis has been applied to the sector of Global Oral Health. The analysis of eleven related sub-factors reveals a striking lack of power for the concept of oral health as a neglected disease area and for oral health as an issue in itself. Furthermore, the power of the key global oral health stakeholders is limited and the political context is not favourable for global oral health. The shortcomings and weaknesses demonstrated in the analysis range from the most basic matters, such as agreement on a clear problem definition, to complex and multi-levelled issues concerning appropriate data collection and selection of adequate and appropriate solutions.

2. Neglecting the oral health workforce - illegal oral care
   One of the consequences of the global neglect of oral diseases is the lack of access to safe and affordable oral care for many populations around the world, who, in many cases, have to rely on the services of illegal providers. Chapter 3 analyses this complex problem using a case study of Guyana. Illegal provision of oral care is a serious public health problem in many low- and middle-income countries, resulting in inadequate and harmful ‘care’ with great risks to patient safety. The paper argues that the issue goes far beyond the legal context that is evoked through the term ‘illegal practice’. The phenomenon should rather be seen as a symptom of underlying health system and society deficits, ranging from social and health inequities to problems of weak governance and law-enforcement. A new classification of illegal practice based on the criteria of training and legal status is proposed, thus providing for a better analysis of the problem in future research, even in areas outside of dentistry,
where illegal practice occurs as well. The ethical challenges of the problem remain: on the one hand the risks to patients which stem from unsafe practices, and on the other hand the unmet treatment needs of patients that have no access to appropriate and safe formal oral health care. In this context illegal oral care must be seen as yet another complex symptom of the neglect of the oral health sector.

3. Addressing neglect by demonstrating new dimensions of impact

Caries is not one single entity in terms of burden – different impacts in terms of pain and discomfort can result from different manifestations of the decay process. The failure to differentiate and assess these various stages of caries and their consequences for health in the DMFT index results in the low calculations of burden in the context of measuring disease burden through the DALY concept. Most dental decay, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, remains untreated. Untreated caries has specific characteristics with a usually episodic high impact on quality of life. The new PUFA index introduced in Chapter 4a is most relevant for populations with a high caries burden and a low care index. This new caries index adds an important dimension to existing caries indices because it allows for assessment of the prevalence of the specific conditions associated with untreated decay and quantifies their extent in an easy understandable way. Suggestions to include only specific components of PUFA in a comprehensive caries index reduce the value of the index, which ultimately results in missing the consequences of caries with a high impact on health and wellbeing (Chapter 4b). Furthermore, the PUFA index helps to prioritise treatment needs - children with high PUFA scores should receive treatment first to address the complex consequences of odontogenic infection.

Chapter 5 investigates an aspect of untreated dental decay that has so far been widely ignored – the impact of odontogenic infection on the growth of children (measured through the Body Mass Index, BMI). The data for the research was gathered during the 2006 National Oral Health Survey in the Philippines. The survey revealed a prevalence of caries of 82% and a prevalence of odontogenic infection of 56% in 12-yr-olds. The analysis showed a significant association between low BMI and odontogenic infection (measured with the new PUFA index), but not between BMI and caries without odontogenic infection. The paper is the first ever to show this association in a representative sample. On the basis of this finding, Chapter 5 presents an expanded model of hypothesised factors leading to poor education performance of children. The model adds the dimension of advanced untreated dental caries as a
specific and highly prevalent chronic disease of children and highlights pathways of interaction with all of the established factors contributing to poor child development.

In the context of increased efforts to achieve the United Nation’s Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), and more specifically Goals 1 and 2 related to hunger and education, it is important to address the determinants of child development, nutrition status and educational performance comprehensively and from different perspectives. Since most determinants of poor child development are rather complex, outside of the health system or even impossible to address in the short term, the relatively simple interventions required for improving oral health of the world’s disadvantaged children should be considered to be among the priority choices for health planners looking for quick, comparatively easy and cost-effective measures to contribute to the timely achievement of the MDGs. It is therefore suggested to include the absence of odontogenic infection (PUFA=0) as outcome indicator for (oral) health programme planning, monitoring and evaluation. This is of particular relevance for non-dental audiences involved in the larger context of child development.

4. Neglecting the quality of fluoride toothpaste

Fluoridated toothpaste is a major vehicle for exposure to fluoride and toothbrushing with fluoride toothpaste is one of the most important preventive actions against dental caries. It is therefore essential that fluoride toothpastes are able to achieve their therapeutic anticaries effect, and that their content is clearly labelled for consumers corresponding to their actual ingredients. Chapter 6 presents a multi-country study from Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, the Netherlands and Suriname revealing huge differences in claimed and actual total/free fluoride content, and widespread non-compliance with labelling requirements defined by the International Standards Organisation (ISO). The reasons for these problems are related to the absence of a generally accepted analysis methodology for total and free fluoride content, the lack of scientific clarity on the minimum concentration of fluoride to ensure efficacy, the weakness of regulatory institutions which are unable to control labelling and consumer information, as well as an increasing influx of counterfeit low-quality products on the national markets surveyed.

The problems described in the chapter must be seen as clear symptoms of neglect:

• ISO consultations dominated by toothpaste producers with little or no involvement of public health professionals or civil society representation;
• No advocacy of dental public health specialists for strong national regulations and quality control institutions; and
• A lack of interest from the broader dental community in improving and promoting high-quality fluoride toothpaste as an important tool for self-care and prevention.

5. Addressing neglect through integrated school health

Chapter 7 presents the ‘Essential Health Care Programme’ (EHCP, also known as “Fit for School Programme”) that is currently implemented in the Philippines and other Asian countries. The intervention package is an example of how oral health can be integrated in a broader health context. EHCP addresses high-impact child diseases, including dental decay, through a cost-effective, simple and integrated approach implemented by teachers, thus not requiring direct intervention of health professionals. The programme’s simplicity and focus on tangible behaviour change through acquisition of life-long skills, such as daily handwashing and toothbrushing, is well founded in the evidence of the interventions. The programme is supported through a comprehensive set of advocacy and policy tools to ensure high quality implementation, scalability and sustainability. The novel focus on daily activities contrasts to traditional health education activities that assume behaviour change through increased knowledge.

While building on recognised policy frameworks for school health from the WHO and UNESCO, it exemplifies the current conceptual public health paradigms of integration, and intersectorial and interprofessional collaboration. Through daily toothbrushing with fluoride toothpaste it is a realistic approach for mass-scale evidence-based prevention of dental caries; and thus addresses the neglect of oral health in an upstream, evidence-based and surprisingly simple way. A longitudinal cohort study over four years has been set up to analyse the health and education impact of the Fit for School Programme. The recently published 1-year data show a reduction in the prevalence of moderate to heavy worm infections, a rise in mean BMI, and a (statistically non-significant) reduction in dental caries and dental infections. It is expected that further analysis after a longer observation period will confirm these initial trends. Such evidence will increase the programme’s potential to become a template for policy makers, programme planners and community activists from a broad range of sectors, including water and sanitation, health and education. Through its modular and template-based approach it has already demonstrated its huge potential for effective scaling-up to reach broader coverage.
6. Addressing neglect through advocacy

Advocacy for oral health and inclusion in major international, regional and national health policy agendas is key to addressing the neglect of oral diseases. Building on the concept and lessons learnt from the Fit for School Programme in the Philippines, Chapter 8a presents an innovative and pragmatic new policy framework for school health, the ‘Fit for School Action Framework’. It takes existing, more complex and more abstract school health policy frameworks into account and amalgamates them under the ‘3S’ concept: simplicity, sustainability and scalability. These three key principles are supported by accompanying research and enabling factors, all of them essential for any given successful school health programme. The aim of the framework is to provide guidance in addressing the worldwide gap between existing well-intended policies and broad-scale implementation. As a policy framework, it provides a platform for effective interventions in school health targeting high-impact diseases affecting children, including oral diseases.

Chapters 8b, 8c and 8d are examples of advocacy aimed at including oral diseases in the context of the newly emerging global attention to non-communicable, chronic diseases. Advocacy potentially uses multiple channels, ranging from informal personal contacts to key opinion leaders and decision makers, to public campaigning and pressuring. While the best mix of advocacy tools is to be determined on a case-to-case basis, it is important that different players and stakeholders in this process use their complementary areas of expertise and align their activities and agendas to a converging goal. The publication in The Lancet, even though a short comment, provided for maximum exposure and contributed to creating momentum towards the inclusion of oral diseases in the NCD context. The international discussions and political activities around non-communicable diseases may have this uniting potential on the oral health sector (as postulated in Chapter 2), though concrete and tangible action will have to follow.

General discussion and conclusions

The previous chapters have illustrated aspects of the global neglect of oral health and have detailed some of the underlying reasons for this situation. Given the small size of the sector of global oral health stakeholders and their power limitations as outlined, it will be difficult for the sector of involved individuals and organisations to generate critical momentum for global oral health. It would, certainly, need a massive concerted effort to build up such momentum and to ensure preparedness for the right political circumstances or an unexpected
opportunity that could provide a tipping point in this context. Well-intended initiatives aiming at a change, such as the ‘Global Child Oral Health Task Force’\textsuperscript{2,3} and the ‘Global Caries Initiative’\textsuperscript{4,5}, perpetuate outdated vertical approaches to oral disease prevention, are lacking comprehensive integrative and intersectoral thinking and, regrettably, fail to link with the mainstream of the international health and development discourse. The new international treaty aiming to reduce the environmental mercury contamination, which also entails a phasing-out of dental amalgam, contains provisions for renewed focus on oral health promotion and prevention.\textsuperscript{6} It remains to be seen how this opportunity for addressing the neglect of oral health can and will be used by governments and other stakeholders.

The exponential increase in attention to neglected tropical diseases (NTD) during recent years is an example of how massive resource allocation can result in a wake-up call for global health politics.\textsuperscript{7,8} Realistically, such circumstances or alignment of stakeholders are not visible at the moment in the broader global oral health sector.

**Approaches to facilitate political priority for global oral health**

In order to facilitate the emergence of worldwide momentum recognising oral health in a realistic and fully integrated way, some approaches can be outlined which may be addressed by current and newly emerging stakeholders from within and outside of the wider oral health arena. They include, but are not limited to:

- Evidence for the severity of the problem – ending the oral health isolation

Describing oral health problems in ways that are meaningful in non-dental contexts, with links to accepted public health indicator frameworks such as the Millennium Development Goals and the concept of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), is essential in ending the isolation that global oral health is currently suffering from. This firstly demands a clear definition of the various categories of oral diseases before their full extent can be adequately reflected in DALYs. Only then will it be possible to assemble evidence for the burden of oral diseases as part of overall health and wellbeing. Chances are that evidence for a higher burden in terms of DALYs will support the prioritization of oral diseases in national and international health strategies.\textsuperscript{9,10}
Focus on population-based prevention and universal access to appropriate oral care. Only through a bold shift towards prevention and the broader determinants of oral health will it be possible to tackle the growing burden of oral disease, especially of dental caries. This shift in focus needs to entail tangible action and changes in the way oral health care is planned, delivered and remunerated. Based on the principle of common risk factors that oral diseases have in common with other, predominantly non-communicable diseases, programme design needs to be intersectoral and cross-cutting horizontal, rather than focussed on a vertical oral health approach. This must also involve changes in the way dental, medical, nursing and other health professional curricula are designed.

Broad-scale improvements of oral health will depend on universal access to appropriate care and prevention for the socio-economically disadvantaged population strata worldwide. This will require innovative and flexible workforce models that are able to respond to the massive needs, first and foremost dental pain and emergency care; supported by a tiered model of oral care based on primary health care principles. Some countries have already embraced new workforce models and task-shifting approaches for specific population groups or for those living in remote areas. Primary oral health care must also include a strong focus on prevention, both, through the promotion of healthy behaviour, and through the creation of environments with reduced risks to oral health. It is in this context that schools and school health can make a major contribution through integrated and evidence-based programming that facilitates skills-based knowledge and positive behaviour, thus fostering healthy lifestyles and self-help. The Fit for School Approach is a good example for such a large-scale government-owned programme, supported by the health and education sectors as well as part of official bilateral government development assistance.

Health financing models that include oral care and prevention. Oral care often requires high patient out-of-pocket payments, limiting access and affordability of care. Oral health should therefore be included in emerging and existing social health insurance models with the aim of universal coverage of – at least - essential interventions. International development assistance has so far largely ignored oral health in their agendas and funding streams, due to lack of country demand and the perception that oral health care
is an unnecessary and expensive luxury, thus not a pressing issue. However, from a patient perspective the need for oral care is consistently ranked high.\textsuperscript{12-15} In the context of efforts related to health system strengthening and health systems reform oral health care so far has only played a marginal role, or no role at all. In order for it to be included, appropriately trained and experienced (dental) public health experts are needed to provide technical input in such national and international debates. The challenge will be to integrate cost coverage for prevention side by side with clinical care. Again, preventive school health interventions can provide an entry point for innovative funding through health insurances, a model currently explored between the Philippine mandatory health insurance (PHILHEALTH) and the Department of Education. Professional and public health organisations need to support and strengthen such approaches with intensified advocacy.

- Framing convincing argumentation lines, engaging champions and building momentum for a tipping point

Oral health advocates should aim at reconnecting oral health to the mainstream of the global health discourse through framing oral health in a way that resonates with these audiences. Champions and charismatic leaders may help in framing the issue, but identifying and engaging them needs long-term, persistent planning and convincing argumentation lines. During the UN High-level Summit on Control and Prevention of NCDs in September 2011, the President of Tanzania hosted a side event on the neglect of global oral health, attended by other heads of state, ministers and the chief of the United National Development Programme.\textsuperscript{16,17} A large group, comprising deans of dental faculties, international oral health organisations and advocates, presented various aspects of oral health neglect and possible solutions. The event provided for maximum media attention and the involvement of a head of state as a key champion may have helped in getting oral diseases into the final political declaration.

- Strengthening old and new stakeholders

The current stakeholders in global oral health are rather static in their remit, scope of activities and relations among each other. Furthermore, they are bound and responsible to their respective constituencies. The relative weakness of the Global Oral Health programme within other domains at the WHO headquarters in Geneva, reflected in minimal allocation of human and financial resources, is of particular concern in this context. This leaves a strategic and
programmatic gap for innovative organisations with a clear focus on oral health advocacy and tangible action to integrate oral health and general health, acting independently of the relatively narrow agendas of the current stakeholders. Natural allies for such stakeholders are outside of the dental arena and can be found in child health, paediatric medicine and school health; as exemplified by the intersectoral approach of the Fit for School Programme, involving two ministries, different levels of provincial and district administration as well as parents and communities.

These broad points are just an orientation related to some key issues of the process ahead. The first and most important step is to agree on a problem definition – the neglect of global oral health. Based on this, further analysis and strategising has to be agreed among all stakeholders involved. It is unlikely that other health professionals or general public health organisations will push for increased recognition of global oral health. The consequence is that change can only happen through the broader oral health community, based on the moral imperative to provide optimal oral health for all. This is a huge responsibility and challenge for the oral health professions at large, but also an opportunity to contribute to the health and quality of life of billions around the world.
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